When we speak of the western civilization, we refer to the culture of western Europe and the Americas. It is characterized by its democratic institutions, its emphasis on individual rights and freedoms, and its contribution to the sciences, arts, and technology.

The idea of democracy is said to have originated in ancient Greece, where it was practiced in the form of direct democracy. The ancient Greeks believed that all citizens should participate in the decision-making process, and this idea has influenced modern democracies around the world.

The French Revolution of 1789 is often cited as the beginning of modern democracy. The revolution overthrew the monarchy and established a republic, and the ideas of liberty, equality, and fraternity that grew out of the revolution have been central to the development of democratic institutions.

In the United States, the founding fathers were inspired by the ideas of the Enlightenment and the French Revolution to create a government that would be governed by the people. The framers of the Constitution established a system of checks and balances to prevent any one branch of government from becoming too powerful, and they created a system of laws and courts to protect individual rights.

The Industrial Revolution in the 19th century brought about significant changes in the way people lived and worked. The invention of machines and the factory system allowed for increased production, but it also led to the exploitation of workers and the growth of urbanization.

In the 20th century, the development of new technologies and the rise of nationalism contributed to the growth of democracy. The two World Wars brought about significant changes in the world, and the United Nations was established to promote international cooperation and prevent future conflicts.

The Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union during the latter half of the 20th century also had a significant impact on the development of democracy. The promotion of democracy became a central goal of American foreign policy, and the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 symbolized the end of the Cold War and the triumph of democracy.

Today, democracy is practiced in many countries around the world, but it is not without its challenges. Democracy requires the participation of citizens, and this can be difficult in countries with large populations or in places where people are not accustomed to participating in the political process.

Regardless of the challenges, democracy remains an important ideal. It is a system of government that is based on the rule of law, the protection of individual rights, and the participation of citizens in the decision-making process. It is a system that has helped to bring about significant changes in the world, and it remains a goal that many people continue to work towards.
British Demonstrate Use of ‘Molotov Cocktail’ on Axis Tanks

Edward F. H. Bourne, left, and Major Harvey of the American Ambulance Driver Service, both of whom were prisoners of war who had escaped from Nazi prisoners of war camps. Bourne is shown with a molotov cocktail which he used against Axis tanks. (A. C. H. Kennedy, The New York Times)

THE HOUSE OF HAZARDS

—— by Mac Arthur

PAROLED — Richard Whitney, GIO president, who collapsed at dancing in Philadelphia and was taken to hospital. His condition after surgery is reported as only fair.

EATEN FROM NAZIS — Thomas O. Gershoff of Peebles, N. Y., left, and James W. Stewart of Greenville, S. C., were among those who escaped from Nazi prison camp. But they escaped from daily death by the British Army. They are shown with a molotov cocktail which they used against Axis tanks.

ROBERT F. KENNEDY

ESCAPED FROM NAZIS — Thomas O. Gershoff of Peebles, N. Y., left, and James W. Stewart of Greenville, S. C., were among those who escaped from Nazi prison camp. But they escaped from daily death by the British Army. They are shown with a molotov cocktail which they used against Axis tanks.

Sapphires and Diamonds

By Dorothy Chidley Trowsbridge

If you told a friend you were engaged and borrowed an engagement ring, what would you do about it? Would you notice the whole story or would you leave it out to the very end?

Eating Cake for British Victory

In this scene from a London bakery, the victory ‘V’ campaign may be seen.
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LITTLE MARY MIX-UP

by HANS BRINKERHOFF

In steady demand from week to week was the
same amount as came in during the same week last year.

Beans held at last week's level of prices of 3 to 4c per lb.

Asparagus brought 9 to 11c per lb. and lima

TOMATOES were in light receipts and demand was steady.

Summer squash sold under a weak demand at 4 to 5c per lb.

For secondary... For secretory.

Herbert who named her "Mama" when she refused to let him

Helen Gallagher, widow of the Gallagher and Gable

The improvement is attributed to more employment oppor-

Israel: Sigefrith and Seaborn, the vaudeville headliners, opened a chop house,
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THE HAWAII MAINICHI

Amateurs Take Second Loop Lead Beating Moorehouse 10-4

Mainichi Sportorial

The summer vacation fast coming to a close, the Hilo Recreation Committee's kids Summer Fun program will be dismissed with a flashy party Friday morning at the Mana Theatre.

This is an annual affair and a fitting climax for the many active HIBC summer program as all the kids look forward to the long vacation next week.

At the HIBC picnic held at the Ganahara last week Friday, over 400 youngsters from the various playgroups attended the pic-a-pace in the many sporting events held.

Even a large crowd is expected to take part in the party.

In the Summer Fun boys bowling leagues all but the 16-year division have already concluded their sessions. The Unlimited leagues are also nearing the end.

Many arguments were brought up in the various leagues as to the official ruling of the Recreation Committee did a fine job of it as most players participating in the different divisions didn't want to come out of the game without receiving an overall victory.

The Winners of the Hilo Summer Fun boys bowling leagues are:

* Winners: C. Hayselden with 13 markers.
* Second: W. Jones with 12 markers.
* Third: S. Tetsutani with 11 markers.

Unlimited leagues are also nearing the end.

A Trio of Baseball's Greats

BY BILL WHITTINGTON

... and the winners and S. Tetsutani with S for YBA were the high scorers. The latter now bring up the Paluma Juniors which along with the Chinese Tigers 5-1 to deadlock the pennant chase for the first place with an unbeaten record.

The latter's mark of six wins now held by Morse Field Dusters play each other this Sunday for the championship of the Unlimited leagues are also nearing the end.

The Chinese Tigers 5-1 to deadlock the pennant chase for the first place with an unbeaten record.

A Trio of Baseball's Greats

Cobb, Babe Ruth and Tris Speaker.

Hilo CYO Plays Kalaoa For Class B Baseball Title

The Hilo Nisei Softball League played host to the Hilo Recreation Committee's kids Summer Fun program will be dismissed with a flashy party Friday morning at the Mana Theatre.

This is an annual affair and a fitting climax for the many active HIBC summer program as all the kids look forward to the long vacation next week.

At the HIBC picnic held at the Ganahara last week Friday, over 400 youngsters from the various playgroups attended the pic-a-pace in the many sporting events held.

Even a large crowd is expected to take part in the party.

In the Summer Fun boys bowling leagues all but the 16-year division have already concluded their sessions. The Unlimited leagues are also nearing the end.

Many arguments were brought up in the various leagues as to the official ruling of the Recreation Committee did a fine job of it as most players participating in the different divisions didn't want to come out of the game without receiving an overall victory.

The Winners of the Hilo Summer Fun boys bowling leagues are:

* Winners: C. Hayselden with 13 markers.
* Second: W. Jones with 12 markers.
* Third: S. Tetsutani with 11 markers.

Unlimited leagues are also nearing the end.
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DUCAL GUEST—Duke of Kent, younger brother of Britain's king, who flew across Atlantic to Canada, is guest of head of Athletics, Governor General of Canada. He's shown with his boat and canoe. Alice in green short sleeves, in Ottawa. Duke arrived on North American continent to study Canadian air training program and is expected to visit U. S. later.

EAST INDIES DEFENDERS—South of India, China, recently occupied by Japanese troops, ship in fabulous Netherlands Indies, with their oil, rubber and spices. For your U. S. has been supplying islands with war material, and Java, since native industry declining in Batavia.
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